
, a Danaher Company, is world leader in innovative 
software solutions for the dental profession. Together with the 
other companies in Danaher’s dental platform, such as Nobel 
Biocare, KaVo Kerr and Ormco, we investigate, develop, maintain 
and support innovative software solutions for clinicians and den-
tal technicians.

Our software solutions create intuitive workflows for image ac-
quisition, diagnostics, treatment planning, prosthetic CAD/CAM 
and dental team collaboration in order to treat patients better. 
DTX Studio is our flagship software suite. We want to shape the 
innovation and the industry.

To keep up with our sustainable growth, we’re looking for new 
colleagues to expand our team.

Job Description:

• As a member of our research team, you focus on developing new  
software algorithms and methods in the field of medical image and 
surface computing and computer-aided design. 

• Topics include 3D modeling, image segmentation and registration 
algorithms, advanced 3D visualization methods and machine learning. 

• Starting from an initial idea or concept, you check the related litera-
ture, create prototype solutions and demonstrate adequateness. 

• Afterwards, you hand over the prototype to the software development 
team in a detailed way. Additionally, you also assist with expert  
analysis for related support cases.

Your profile:

• You have a master degree in engineering (computer science, ICT, 
electronics, biomedical sciences …) or mathematics. An additional PhD 
degree or a few years of relevant working experience are certainly  
an asset.

• You have a strong interest / knowledge in the field of computational 
and applied mathematics, 3D graphics and/or medical image  
computing.

• You have good knowledge of software prototype tools, like Matlab, 
C++, Python, ITK. Experience with software development is an asset.

Research Engineer – image computing 
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• You are a problem solver with a scientific approach and an analytical 
mindset, who works independently and self-organized as well as in  
a team.

• You are fluent in English.

Our offer:

• Our work environment is informal, collaborative and supportive of  
individual growth in talent and leadership.

• An internationally oriented working atmosphere.

• Focus on continuous learning: internal, external and on-line seminars, 
attending international conferences.

• A clear onboarding process. 

• A challenging leading edge and inspiring working environment which 
makes a contribution to human health and human convenience.

Interested? 

Please send your motivation letter and resume to Tatiana.arbil@
nobelbiocare.com

Our offices are within walking distance from the main  
train station of Mechelen and are easily reachable from the 
highway E19.
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